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“A Suitcase Full of Faith" is a beautifully-written, spell-binding story of one
woman’s journey of the Soul. If you are ready to have your Soul awakened and uplifted,
be sure to read this soul-on-fire, heart-warming, amazing book!
– PEGGY MCCOLL,
New York Times Best-Selling Author of Your Destiny Switch

With the warp and woof of her soul, Saskia weaves a tale that takes readers
around the world and into their own heart. A masterful storyteller, she not only weaves a
brilliant cloth of many colors , Saskia reveals a pattern that beckons us to follow.
– TONI SAR'H PETRINOVICH,
author of The Call: Awakening the Angelic Human

The journey of our soul is a journey of reconnecting to the heart of ourselves. It is
only by being true to our own heart that we truly walk the path of the soul. Thank you,
Saskia, for sharing your journey and in this story helping all of us rediscover our own
inner light.
– JUDY SATORI,
Spiritual Channel and Light Language Sound Healer

This is a book to read when you need to remember what is possible, to trust in the
process of life and of Spirit and to believe in a loving divinity. Pick up this book and feel
the love and awakened energy. Enjoy every page. Let it open your heart, discovering the
jewel that lives within.
– MEREDITH YOUNG-SOWERS,
The Stillpoint School of Integrative Life Healing and author of Spirit Heals

Saskia has written a remarkable book with more twists and turns than a Kasbah
alley but the twists are good ones, and the turns make you wonder what lies around the
bend. Here is a gem, of what quality, you decide but if exotic places, pleasing characters,
and a mind crackling read is your cup of tea you may just find a diamond here.
–

BURT GOLDMAN,
The American Monk

Saskia's angelic book presents a luminous encounter of radiant beauty, suspense,
happiness and light. It is a captivating experience of compassion, oneness, healing and
joy. Saskia, thank you for writing it. I love you and I love the readers reading it.
– OREST BEDRIJ,
Author of Celebrate Your Divinity: The Nature of God and the Theory of Everything

In her creation of "A Suitcase Full of Faith" Saskia provides us with beautiful
proof that the material we are teaching works! Living in the Now, listening to and
trusting the message of the heart, allowing your inner truth to shine… empower all as the
creator of their lives. Saskia teaches to focus on what one believes is possible by simply
inviting you along for the ride as she shares her life story. Simply amazing! We want
more!
– JESHUA B. SWANSON,
Spiritual Channel and author of Mastering the Grand Illusions

I love your positive attitude and faith in the universe. Your book has helped me as
I am going through a difficult divorce. My soul had been "yelling" at me for a long time
to do this for my own well-being. Your book has been extremely helpful in my transition.
Thank you for having the courage to write your story.
-FRAN

The honesty portrayed throughout this beautiful work is heavenly in itself. A
fantastic roller coaster ride around the world, while, sitting in my chair at home. The
seeds you have planted through sharing so much of yourself will grow, and grow. This
World will be a better place for all that you do. Saskia Roell receives Donley's Five Star
W.O.W (Words of Wisdom) Award.
-BRIAN J. DONLEY,
author of The Original Psychology of Success

Oh, Saskia, how poetically you take me through your many travels on life's
highway…The way you write about your birthing experiences and the total love and joy
you felt with the creation of life is so refreshing. I can't wait for your next book.
-

YVONNE MARGARET,
(Lakeland, FL)

Saskia holds a light for us all to listen to our own hearts song. The depth and sweetness of
her soul are reflected on every page of this amazing and exciting book. I promise you,
you will not only love it but you will not be able to put it down.
- AVIVA S. ENGEL,
Co-Founder and CEO of Dream Manifesto

As a women, as a daughter, as a mother , as a wife through your story you have
opened my heart not to be afraid. I have begun to face my fears and I have to thank you
for that. Thank you from one traveling companion to another.
- GINA,
(Massachusetts)

Hers is an inspiring story of what the spirit can accomplish. Saskia's frankness is
refreshing and her insights provocative. The chapters will keep you laughing as well as
spellbound. The one thread that is woven throughout all the anecdotes is her absolute
faith that somehow the universe will take care of her and her family -- and it does.
- GAIL MCCARTHY,
The Gloucester Times, (Gloucester, Massachusetts)

This book spoke to me like no other. I felt like I was right there with you on your
travels but yet reminding me of my own path of coming to my truth. I couldn't put your
book down. I read it straight through. I cried I laughed I cheered for you. I found myself
in such a parallel state with you. Thank you, thank you for this beautiful tale of how we
all need to follow our truth! Bring us more soon!
- DAWN,
(Indiana)

I started your book last night. It's a page turner! I love it. You have a gift for story
telling and the messages of trust, faith, hope, to follow your dreams and live life to the
fullest are all right there in the beginning of your book/journey. I love your candidness
and analogies. I really enjoyed your likening your adventure to going through the birth

canal. Wow. That's powerful! I'm so happy that you wrote it; thank you from the bottom
of my heart. I needed this. What a wonderful gift to the world!
- KRISSIE J. BURNHAN,
(Rockport, MA)

'A Suitcase Full of Faith' is designed to speak to you, too, to gift you with your
own profound truths; they will be just what you need at the moment! There are 47
delightful stories. You can pick up the book, start anywhere and savor a story on its own.
Allow your heart to be open as you read it and ask that any messages you need in your
life right now come through for you. This book was divinely written and you will be
divinely led. Saskia has touched the Divine in so many ways with a heart as pure as a
child. Now you can be a child again and see the world through her eyes!
- SUSAN DIAMOND LETHBRIDGE

